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Context and highlights
Context and Highlights
Highlights this year have been:

: The introduction of small groups for intentional teaching times. The children named this time ‘Funny Hat sit on the Mat’,
because the Educators wear a funny hat as a signal for the children that it is mat time. It has been very successful as a
calm way of bringing children in for the transition from free play. The children know which group they will be in, as they are
visually displayed with their photos. As the year progressed this system proved to be very effective as children were able
to self-check each day. Groups were formed according to skill area, needs and special interests which led to more
engaged learners.
: Using documentation, ‘In the Moment’ to report to parents on their child’s progress. Photos, description and evaluation of
the activity were documented, and connected to the EYLF and Numeracy and Literacy Indicators. The parents are asked
to provide their feedback which is then used in the following program cycle.
: Employing an Artist in Residence on a weekly basis has exposed the children to a variety of visual art experiences. It has
supported children to be confident and involved learners, developed their sense of identity and dispositions for learning.
: Involving a speech therapist to run workshops and information sessions on speech development, for Educators and
parents have been valuable. The information gained has enabled Educator’s to analyse the children’s ‘Bag of Belonging’
oral presentations according to new sets of criteria. We were able to monitor the progress of children’s language from the
beginning of the year.
: Parent Involvement has been very high this year. Cooking, gardening, art and music experiences have been supported
by our parent community. The year ended with a reflective song which was written by the children with the help of a very
talented mum. The song will be presented at the end of year celebration.

Report from the preschool management committee
Clarence Park Community Kindergarten Governing Council
Chairperson’s Report 2019
General
The Clarence Park Kindergarten staff, Governing Council members, and parent volunteers
made 2019 a great year for fundraising, art programs with a SALA exhibition, social media
outreach, successful school transitions, and productive working bees to get the outdoor
areas updated, safe, and looking their best.
Fundraising
A sub-committee was established at the start of the year which successfully planned and
rolled out events to raise money. These included the Cadbury Easter fundraising boxes, an
election day BBQ, People’s Choice Credit Union tickets, a Woolworths BBQ and tea towel
orders. The total amount raised this year is $3,562.17.
Facebook
Reaching families through Facebook this year has been a huge success. It has allowed
parents to see the curriculum in action, see photos of their children engaged in kindy
activities, and helped them to know about upcoming events they can participate in (such as
fundraising events and working bees).
Family Participation / Social Nights
This year saw families getting to know one another at Harmony day where parents were
encouraged to bring a plate of food to share, as well as a pyjama / movie night where
parents could do a wine tasting and get to know each other.
Susan Petrie
Chairperson, CPCK Governing Council 2019
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Quality improvement planning
QUALITY IMPROVEMENT PLANNING.
This year our QIP comprised of three Improvement inquiries.
1. How can we ensure that our group learning experiences meet the needs of every child?
The rationale behind this improvement focus was that through analysis of our 2018 reflections it was clear that small group
work was effectively supporting children’s learning, especially with the increase of children from EALD backgrounds.
By term 2 the routine for small groups had become embedded practice, with the children instantly knowing who their key
educator was from the display board. (“I’m in your group today”).
We found that the engagement of children at group times increased. Factors affecting this were; smaller group sizes, the
content was targeted on their needs, interest, skill. Parent feedback from ‘In the Moment’ documentation and level of
development.
The small groups continued throughout the year providing us with effective learner achievement data.
2. “How can we ensure that all educators contribute to collaborative planning?”
The rationale behind this improvement focus was that it was difficult for part time staff to attend staff meetings and
planning meetings, particularly if they also worked across sites.
The introduction of ‘WhatsApp’ for the staff team as a way of communicating information and sharing resources, staff
meeting minutes, diary dates and professional readings proved to be successful. It continued throughout the year.
A determined effort for all staff to attend at least one staff/planning meeting per term provided for collaborative decision
making, critical analysis and self-review. It provided an opportunity for the ECW’s to become more familiar with
programming and documentation on children and to confidently use it in their daily work. This in turn led to consistent
implementation of our program. As a result of critical reflection a checklist was implemented in order to track every child’s
development and parent feedback began to be used in our planning cycle.
3. How can we ensure that our documentation and communication reflects the diverse needs of our community?”
The rationale behind this improvement inquiry was that we have a culturally diverse community and find that regardless of
the efforts made to use different forms of communication, a number of families either miss, misinterpret or do not fully
understand the information they receive.
The feedback received from an internal parent survey provided us with positive data on communication methods.
Facebook was very popular as parents were provided with information on what was happening at kindy and could then
ask their children about specific activities that they may have been engaged in. Facebook also acted as reminder for
events and other important things like meeting dates and community outreach.
Online information shared with parents so that they can plan their week was a useful communication tool particularly to
those who do not drop their children off to read the white-board. Parents could plan their week and prepare their children
for events and any changes of staff.
Our bilingual ECW has provided communication channels through translation of information and verbal communication to
the families who may struggle with the English language.
Harmony day in term 1, followed by a social event each term this year supported the community focus and connections for
the kindergarten families.
Parent Feedback for BoB
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Enrolment
Enrolment by Term
Term 2
Term 3

Year

Term 1

Term 4

2016

39

40

40

44

2017

35

38

38

37

2018

41

42

40

39

2019

50

47

48

NOTE: The data is based on person counts in the two week reference period each term. Excludes pre-entry.
Source: Preschool data collection, Data Reporting and Analytics directorate.

Enrolment comment
There was a significant increase in enrollments in 2019.
By term 2 children had moved interstate, overseas or addresses which were not local to our catchment.
In term 3, 2 children started school in the catholic sector, but at the same time we gained enrollments from other areas.

Attendance
Year

Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Term 4

2016 centre

96.1%

95.7%

88.7%

87.9%

2017 centre

93.1%

87.0%

85.4%

81.4%

2018 centre

90.2%

94.6%

83.6%

87.8%

2019 centre

94.4%

93.3%

86.5%

2016 state

91.1%

89.0%

87.2%

87.5%

2017 state

90.5%

88.2%

85.9%

87.2%

2018 state

90.7%

88.3%

87.0%

87.2%

2019 state

90.3%

87.4%

85.8%

Based on attendances recorded in the two week reference period each term. Data for eligible enrolments as described in the department's
Enrolment policy.
Attendance rates may differ to previous reporting with the transfer from calculations based on deemed attendance to actual attendance using
booked hours divided by attended hours.

Attendance comment
Our attendance fluctuates with families going on holidays and child illness.
Compared to the state attendance data our centre rated higher each term.
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Destination schools
Feeder Schools (Site number - Name)

2016

2017

2018

2019

548 - Black Forest Primary School

45.0%

63.0%

40.0%

65.9%

1903 - Blair Athol North School B-7

0.0%

3.0%

0.0%

0.0%

127 - Edwardstown Primary School

8.0%

3.0%

0.0%

0.0%

156 - Goodwood Primary School

8.0%

3.0%

0.0%

0.0%

8266 - Mercedes College

0.0%

3.0%

0.0%

0.0%

9037 - St Joseph's School - Kingswood

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

6.8%

9030 - St Thomas' School

0.0%

0.0%

5.0%

0.0%

447 - Unley Primary School

0.0%

0.0%

5.0%

0.0%

475 - Westbourne Park Primary School

28.0%

24.0%

18.0%

20.5%

NOTE: The data is collected in Term 3. It does not reflect actual schools enrolled in by exiting preschool children. Only schools that are a
destination for 3% or more of students are shown.
Source: Data Source: Site Performance Reporting System (SPER), Term 3 2019 collection.

Destination schools comment
Our main feeder school is Black Forest Primary School. Compared to the previous 3 years the percentage of children
attending the school has increased favourably.
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Client opinion summary
Twenty one families responded to the client opinion survey in 2019.
The survey covers the following areas:
Quality of Teaching and Learning
Support of Learning
Relationships and Communication
Leadership and Decision making
In all of these areas there was a high percentage of strongly agree or agree responses. It seems that everyone was very
happy and satisfied with the quality of education and leadership a the site. Following are comments from the survey:
The teachers are so enthusiastic and open to helping the students with anything they are interested in.
Extremely happy with teachers there; their effort and enthusiasm; and to be able to see each child as an individual; based
on his/her needs and interests.
I feel the teachers have recognised my daughter's strengths and areas where she could do with some support and they
are adequately allowing her to grow.
It is a flexible; nurturing environment which seems to cater to a range of abilities and interests.
I find the Facebook updates very informative and the emails are great too.
Staff are always adapting the space and curriculum to help kids learn in different ways. Always asking for parent input in
decisions as well as day to day activities.
The Director took LSL this year and the acting Director stepped in very smoothly and easily.
CPCK is a great kindy. No difficulties with overseas students. They make preschool become a great experience
for my son. Thankyou
A beautiful and nurturing environment - we couldn't be happier.
Wonderful Kindy.

Relevant history screening
All staff, volunteers and building maintenance have the relevant history screening.
All Governing Council members for 2018 had clearance either through DECD or other agency.
We provided funding for people who need to update or get a new history screening.
Records are kept on site.

Financial statement
Funding Source

Amount

1.

Grants: State

2.

Grants: Commonwealth

3.

Parent Contributions

$18,644.50

4.

Other

$26,326.50.

$396, 539.71

2019 Preschool annual report: Improved outcomes funding
Improved outcomes category
(where applicable to the site)

Briefly describe how the 2019 funding was used to improve the relevant department's standard of educational
achievement outcomes (where applicable):*

Outcomes achieved or progress towards these
outcomes:

Improved outcomes for numeracy and literacy

Training through a departmental speech therapist in analysing children's developmental skills in oral
language provided us with consistent methods and language to report to parents on their children's
language development.

Educators used consistent language when
reporting to parents on their children's
development.

Improved ECD and parenting outcomes
(children's centres only)

There were no children on support programs this year.
Improved outcomes for children with disabilities

In term 3, 3 hours of bilingual support per week were designated to a child who had been on an
extended holiday to China.
Improved outcomes for non-English speaking
children who received bilingual support

* The department's standard of educational achievement is defined as children and young people progressing and achieving at or above their appropriate year level.

There was an improvement in the child's
understanding of english and vocabulary.

